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eminent of 1917-19 'excluded many leading Left-wing leaders
like Albert Thomas and Briand; it prosecuted or persecuted
Left-wing leaders like Caillaux and Malvy; and its chief did not
recant his strong anti-clerical views and prejudices'. After the
outbreak of the Russian Revolution, and even before, many
issues were raised which divided parties: financial policy, trade
union policy, and even the bias of foreign policy. Nor was any
real attempt made in 1939 to form a government of union sacree
in either sense. Communist Deputies were expelled and im-
prisoned by Daladier. The subsequent reshuffles showed how
many forces had not found expression in the early war minis-
tries. In short, the French political system made possible just as
much unity, but no more unity, than existed in French opinion,
The parliamentary regime did nothing to give a bias towards
greater solidarity or unity than was already provided by French
nationalist sentiment.1
The greatest force driving a wedge between parties on the
issue of national defence measures was Republican fear of
Caesarism. Conscription laws which placed French manhood
at the disposal of the General Staff for a total of twenty years
during times of emergency3 when that General Staff was so
closely connected with clericalism and Monarchism by sym-
pathy's family, and professional training, could never be re-
garded with equanimity by good Republicans. The obvious
remedy was to Republicanize the military command. But
efforts to do this never succeeded—and indeed the greatest of
them precipitated the worst military-political crisis which the
Republic had to face until the supreme crisis of Dreyfus. It was
fear of Caesarism which produced the most sensational at-
tempt at Caesarism—Boulangism. The circumstances of the
dramatic rise and fall of General Boulanger show clearly the
dilemma of the Republicans.2
In January 1886 Boulanger became Minister of War in the
1	Cf. D. W. Brogan in International Affairs, Vol. XX, p. 103 fif.
2	The  conscription laws of 1870  provided for a period of five
years' basic military servicea followed by four years on the reserve:
tlien a further period of five years in the territorial army, and six years
in its reservev They affected all men between twenty and forty. For

